STUDENT DESKS

MBS-DESK

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE TRAPEZOID STUDENT DESK WITH DRAWER
To maintain social distancing guidelines, schools must find a
balance between education effectiveness and student safety.
Luxor’s height-adjustable trapezoid classroom desk makes it
easy for students to work individually or in pods of up to eight
desks. And thanks to its space-saving design, it also makes an
excellent student desk for remote learning.
Highlights include dual backpack hooks, plus a clear, removable
MBS bin (a proven customer favorite in our Mobile Bin Storage
Units) that provides a roomy place to store papers, pencils, and
other small items. Four 2" casters (each with a locking brake)
make it effortless for students and teachers to move the desk
where it is needed. The tough laminate top is scratch-resistant
and easy to clean, plus it's edged with a tough and protective
bumper molding to protect walls and furniture.
This versatile student desk is perfectly sized for young learners
and offers a height adjustment from 21.75" to 29.75" so it can fit
kids of many ages. It's also compatible with Luxor's line of acrylic
desk dividers for use in socially distanced classrooms. Best of all,
the MBS-DESK works perfectly with the MBS-CHAIR classroom chair.

Specifications:
•

Overall Dimensions: 29" W x 19" D x 21.75" to 29.75" H

•

Height Adjustment Range: 21.75" to 29.75" (in 1" increments)

•

Desktop Thickness: 0.75"

•

Removable Bin Dimensions: 12.25" W x 16.75" D x 3" H

•

Casters: 2" full-swivel (each with a locking brake that secures
both the wheel and the swivel mechanism)

Features:
• 8" of height adjustment range (in 1" increments) 			
accommodates students of all sizes
• Removable, 3"-deep storage bin with a 20 lb. weight capacity
• Clear plastic bin lets you see contents at a glance
• Built-in safety feature prevents bin from accidentally being 		
pulled off its track
• Dual backpack hooks
• Smooth-rolling, lockable 2" casters for easy mobility
• Caster locks secure both the wheel and the swivel mechanism
• Trapezoidal shape allows up to eight desks to be grouped for
collaborative learning
• Sturdy steel frame with a tough powder coat finish
• Durable laminate top is scratch-resistant and easy to clean
• Desktop is edged with a tough injection molded edge to 		
protect walls and other furniture
• Compatible with Luxor acrylic desk dividers
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Height-Adjustable Trapezoid
Student Desk with Drawer
MBS-DESK
Flexible, mobile, and featuring our popular MBS-series bin
system, this smartly designed student desk is the perfect
addition to any educational space. Pair with our MBS-series
Stackable Student Chair for the ultimate learning setup.

Durable laminate top edged
with rubber bumper molding to
protect walls and other furniture

Trapezoidal shape allows
up to eight desks to be
grouped together for
collaborative projects

Built-in grab handle

Dual backpack hooks

Stackable for
easier storage
Built-in safety feature
prevents bin from
accidentally being pulled
off its track
8” of height
adjustment range
(in 1” increments)

Removable, 3”-deep MBS
storage bin with a 20 lb.
weight capacity

Caster locks secure both the
wheel and the swivel mechanism
2" full-swivel casters
(each with locking brake)
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Clear plastic bin lets
you know contents at
a glance

